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Agenda
This session is designed to share some of the common issues
identified during the HITRUST QA review and to allow for a Q&A
session with the team.
• Ensuring consistency and quality between Assessors and HITRUST
• Common QA Issues
– On going issues
– New issues

• Q&A Session
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Ensuring consistency and quality between
Assessors and HITRUST
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Subcommittee Recommendations
Assessor Organizations
• All validated assessments must go thru an independent QA process
• Both the Engagement/Lead Executive and Quality Assurance Reviewer must be
current CCSFPs and CHQPs (New)
• All testing evidence, including the work program/detailed test plan, must be uploaded
at time of submission to HITRUST (New)
• When the assessment is submitted to HITRUST, an Assessor Quality Checklist must
be included, completed procedures listed and initialed, and signature signoffs by the
Engagement/Lead Executive and Quality Assurance Reviewer
• Assertion that the engagement was performed in accordance with the HITRUST CSF
Assurance Program requirements
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HITRUST Internal Recommendations
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Confirm a checklist signoff to help ensure consistency of HITRUST procedures when reviewing
the testing evidence submitted by the assessor organization
Correlate the timesheets to the number of requirements being tested for reasonableness and
identify anomalies. Ensure that at least 50% of the assessment was performed by an active
CCSFP. (New)
Review the scope of the assessment
– Review the presentation, narratives and detail of the assessment’s scope to ensure clarity
on what is included and what is not included
– Assess the adequacy and responsiveness of the work program to the assessment scope
Review the work program to correlate assessor testing approach to illustrative procedures in the
framework
Expand the QA review when if initial QA suggests there may be quality issues
Log assessor quality issues for consideration during the assessor organization’s contract
renewal window
Review all required documents to ensure that the current versions of the templates were used.
Verify that workpapers/artifacts have been uploaded and mapped to all Maturity Levels for all
requirement statements. (New)
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Expected Outcome
• Ensure quality and consistency on the part of assessor organizations as it pertains to
assessment scoring
• Identify assessor organizations whose performance is not aligned with HITRUST CSF
Assessor Program requirements
• Remove assessor organizations when appropriate, or put an organization on probation
until performance issues have been addressed and are rectified
• Identify individuals working for assessor organizations who are not doing quality work. Be
positioned to provide assessor organization documented evidence of such
underperformance
• Provide assurance to users of Assessment Reports that the QA procedures performed by
assessor organizations and HITRUST help ensure the report is of the quality and that
consistency is required and can be expected
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Common QA Issues
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Most Common Issues Identified During QA
• The Management Representation Letter is not dated as of the last date of testing
– Current templates have not been used. The assessor uses internal copies instead of
the latest provided by HITRUST.

• The Organizational Overview and Scope document
– It is inconsistent with the System Profile Table and the Scope of the report
– It has not undergone an internal QA review, is not spell/grammar checked, not
approved by the organization, uses one word sentences instead of textual
explanations, etc.

• The Assessor Timesheet
–
–
–
–

Minimal or no hours
No QA reviewer indicated
No CCSFP #s listed (Note – CHQP #s will be needed in the future)
No assessor lead or Engagement Executive identified
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Most Common Issues Identified During QA - Continued
• Inappropriate commenting in the client comments (i.e. unresolved points, questions,
conflicting statements, etc.)
• Lack of assessor independence from the operational management when
scoring/assessing requirement statements
• Assessor does not resolve scoring disagreements prior to submission to HITRUST
• After a failed certification attempt, organizations do not wait a sufficient amount of time
before attempting another certification attempt (90-days)
• The assessor allows a client to remediate in place until certification thresholds are
obtained, but then misses the 90-day submission window
• Scoring rubric is not used to award scores (e.g., Measure & Manage scores)
• Scoring requirement statements with all zeroes instead of marking them as N/A
• N/As are not properly justified/supported
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Most Common Issues Identified During QA - Continued
–

Evidence is not loaded into the tool and/or mapped to the corresponding maturity levels.
– During the Interim Review Process
•
•

•

–

Attempting to allow management to accept risk below a score of 3
Allowing management the ability to use mitigating controls to increase scores instead of
implementing the Corrective Action Plan. Only alternate controls that have been approved by the
alternate controls committee can be considered.
Not performing the interim review within the MyCSF tool

Assessor internal QA issues
•
•

An internal QA was not performed by the assessor
Internal QA did not catch inconsistencies in testing results or performance of the tests

Note – If an assessment submission fails to include properly completed and current versions
of required documents, HITRUST reserves the right to ‘Reject’ the assessment. Effectively,
the submission attempt is not recognized.
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Open Q&A Session
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Visit www.HITRUSTAlliance.net for more information

To view our latest documents, visit the Content Spotlight
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